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Alternative jet fuel flight
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makes history for Qatar

A

t Qatar Airways environmental
initiatives continue to get the green
light as the airline sets about its
goal of becoming one of the greenest in
the world.
Having in 2009 joined the Aviation
Global Deal Group that aims to
develop a global policy dealing with
carbon emissions, the airline has also
partnered with Iata in establishing a
carbon offset trading assurance which
will offer passengers the opportunity to
fly carbon neutral.
“We take environmental
conservation very seriously and
continue to adopt steps in our efforts to
become one of the greenest airlines in
the world,” says a spokesman for the

company.
In October last year the airline
made aviation history when it saw the
world’s first commercial passenger
flight powered by alternative jet fuel
produced from natural gas take to the
air. This milestone flight was the first
step in making this alternative fuel
available to airlines.
“The fuel burns with lower sulphur
dioxide and particulate emissions than
pure conventional oil-based kerosene,
making it attractive for improving local
air quality at busy airports. GTL Jet
Fuel offers airlines access to alternative
oil-based conventional fuels. This
diversity of supply for the industry
– gas-based rather than oil-based –

will add a high quality drop-in blend
component to the global jet fuel pool
for many decades to come,” says the
spokesman. In January this year Qatar
Airways announced its entry into the
next phase of alternative fuels with a
decision to jointly carry out engineering
and economic analysis to develop
sustainable bio jet fuel that will also
look into ways for production and
supply, with the support of Airbus.
“It is about leading the charge
towards environmental sustainability
and corporate social responsibility,”
says the airline in a statement. “”We
are committed to the environment and
want to position ourselves as a leader in
new-generation fuel research.”

Electronic filing saves the forests
With paperless trade fast becoming
a reality, Core Freight Systems is
increasingly catering for its clients’
changing needs – and at the same
time contributing to ‘greening’ of the
environment.
“With CoreDocs we have extended
our original document imaging
concept from providing an application
for archiving on a historical basis to
facilitating the real-time filing of all
documents required for the complete
processing of a shipment file,” says
head of customer support, Glenn
Lawson.
“We envisage an environment
where a “document controller”,
possibly the traditional channel
controller, will automatically upon
receipt electronically file all relevant
supporting documentation pertinent to
the file, either as input to the further
processing or as evidence of work
completed. This includes e-mail
correspondence, excel spreadsheets,

proof of deliveries, in fact any data
you wish to record against a file. Any
data received electronically need not
be printed but can be sent direct to the
filing system which is automatically
created upon the original file
registration within CoreFreight.”
To ensure the efficient processing of
any hardcopy documents which need
to be stored, a set of barcodes may be
printed at the time the file is opened in
the application, says Lawson. These
barcodes may be used in the scanning
and input process to ensure complete
accurate filing of all documents under
appropriate headings, either by using
them as leadsheets on a batch of
papers loaded in a document scanner
or input via a handheld barcode
scanner. “Master data documents are
also addressed in the functionality
and, for example, the signed/approved
credit application can be filed against
a debtor file in CoreFreight,”
says Lawson.
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Glenn Lawson ... facilitating the real-time
filing of all documents.
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